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Dominika Viglaska
University of Reims
Fran e
Dear Dominika,
I suggest the we should do resear h in two problems whi h might be useful to your PhD work:
(a) Produ t (geometri ) integration of the evolution equation determining the internal axis system (IAS)
for mole ules with asymmetri top and asymmetri frame. If su essful it oers an alternative to
the Floquet based method of determining the IAS.
(b) Numeri al and analyti al validation of some new ideas of onstru ting vibrational oordinates for
mole ules with large amplitude internal motions. In parti ular, the use of "real" LAM oordinates
will be examined.
If you supervisors agree, I suggest that we should start working on the problems straight away.
Details of the proje ts

Work should be started by a few weeks preparation pro ess in whi h earlier results are dis ussed,
and, if needed, omputer odes are written. As to proje t (a) the following papers will be reviewed:
• H. M. Pi kett, J. Chem. Phys. 56, 1715 (1972).
• V. Szalay and J. Origoso, J. Chem. Phys. 109, 3911 (1998).
• V. Szalay, A. G. Császár, J Santos, and J. Ortigoso, J. Chem. Phys. 118, 6801 (2003).

From these we learn about the general form of the ro-vibrational Hamilton operator, the existen e
of IAS for mole ules with asymmetri top and asymmetri frame, and the evolution equation whose
solution gives the rotation to the IAS as fun tion of the LAM oordinate. Floquet method may be used
to solve the evolution equation. However, it has a drawba k: One must give an angular velo ity like
ve tor analyti ally as a fun tion the LAM oordinate. To over ome this di ulty we should learn and
implement the method of produ t integration:
• J. D. Dollard and C. N. Friedman, Produ t integration with appli ations to dierential equations,

Addison Wesley Publishing Company, 1979.
• J. F. Hamilton, jr. and L. S. S hulman, J. Math. Phys. 12, 160 (1971).
• R. L. Karp, F. Mansouri, and J. S. Rno, J. Math. Phys. 40, 6033 (1999).
• I. Kramer, Am. J. Physi s, 40, 1221 (1972).

As to proje t (b) a main issue is to avoid using ee tive LAM oordinates, sin e they appli ation
an be ome very ompli ated (J. Mol. Spe tros ., 52, 439 (1974); Comp. Phys. Rep. 1, 1 (1983);
Topi s in Current Chemistry Vol. 68, pp 59-102, 2006 ) . One of the sour es of the ompli ations is
that the values of ee tive LAM oordinates dier from the a tual values the LAM oordinates taken at
distorted ongurations whi h do not oin ide with the (non-rigid) referen e onguration. No general
formula expressing an ee tive LAM oordinate in terms of the a tual value of the LAM oordinate
is known. The use of "real" LAM oordinates, as has been demonstrated at least partially (J. Mol.
Spe tros . 128, 24 (1988); J. Chem. Phys. 118 , 10631 (2003) ), is both general and devoid of the
ompli ations asso iated with ee tive LAM oordinates. When "real" LAM oordinates are employed

it is required that small amplitude vibrational displa ements should not hange the values of the LAM
oordinates. Therefore the primary goal of our work is to establish a method for onstru ting small
amplitude vibrational displa ements su h that do not hange the values of the LAM oordinates. How
this might be a hieved has been des ribed in my notes entitled "Coordinates for vibrational and largeamplitude internal motions of mole ules in the E kart frame" whose updated version is atta hed. To
omplete the development of this method it must be he ked numeri ally and, as mu h as possible,
analyti ally. In doing so we shall start with al ulations on an example of a triatomi mole ule with
large amplitude bending motion, the water mole ule, say. The al ulations will follow the steps of
derivations des ribed in Se tion VII of my notes. While arrying out this al ulations you will learn,
about Wilson's s-ve tors, orthogonalization of ve tors, and blo k-diagonalization methods.
With best wishes,

Viktor
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